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InFor500 Services Overview

The path to a business transformation initiative is not the obvious one; and sometimes
a shift in thinking is required. “It’s coming soon to your competitors, but it could come
to you first”. Is your organization looking for one stop shop to help guide your
enterprise with a cloud or digital initiative? We have the expertise from strategy
development, technology selection, contract negotiations, implementation and
sustaining the developed solution.

Business Transformation Services
Companies require innovative strategies and solutions to achieve their business
objectives, either through implementing the appropriate technologies or transforming
current processes to meet market needs.
InFor500 has extensive experience with your business transformation needs. We
provide advisory services, negotiation support, digital innovation and change
management services that ensure success initiatives in these efforts. Our Services
include:
Strategy Development – Work with you on translating your strategy to a tactical plan,
inclusive of technology selection, implementation services, quantifying capital and
operational costs, and schedule
Implementation Services – End to End implementation services from Analyze, Architect,
Design, Develop, Test, Deploy and Sustain.

“Every single business transformation focusses on delivering
a measurable business outcome”
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Our Approach
Our approach is unique as we help customer translate their core businesses to
measurable business outcomes while limiting the capital costs, picking the right
technology, reducing the implementation complexity, and accelerating their time to
value achievement.
We have lived these challenges as customers, and that empathy provides a unique
perspective to optimize these initiatives for you. Combined with our sourcing and
procurement practice we can not only reduce the capital costs but accelerate the time
to technology and services sourcing.

Service Domains
InFor500 brings extensive industry business transformation experience to the table in
the following areas:
Cloud Transformations, CRM/ERP implementations, ITSM, Retail Operations, Digital
Transformation and Program Mgmt.

Practice Areas
SAP:
Translating business needs into processes and enabling technology to fulfill your
corporation’s specific business needs is an arduous task. Once accomplished these
process fulfillments becomes the lifeline of your organization. While SAP offers the
flexibility to fulfill a business process in many ways, InFor500 can help translate and
implement these process transformations. Our core delivery focus is to reduce the
project and solution complexity, allowing your company to keep pace with market
changes, leverage new delivery models and tools, and secure a future-ready enterprise
application environment. InFor500 works on those core delivery items as an outcome
of having worked on the commercial side to lower the license assets and maintenance
support costs.
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ServiceNow:
Our competence includes developing Enterprise Management capabilities for several
business functions inclusive of Information Technology. ServiceNow offers a portfolio
of robust cloud-based products that automate and manage enterprise services.
ServiceNow products have the advantage of being built on a single cloud platform that
consists of one user interface, one code base and one data model, delivering easy,
automated upgrades. ServiceNow provides an intuitive and approachable user
experience complete with expert services to accelerate time-to-value.
ThingWorx IoT Platform:
Our competencies include developing capabilities for the enterprise to offer nextgeneration service offerings and product development. We work with clients to
develop these capabilities, using PTC’s innovative ThingWorx platform to connect
machine data from devices and sensors to the cloud and rapidly develop and deploy
custom applications.
Salesforce.com:
Our competencies include developing business process capabilities for Marketing, Sales
and Service functional groups on the Salesforce Cloud. We help customers develop the
right architecture, design, and deploy on AppExchange products to fulfill their business
process needs. Our deep experience and reach at Salesforce is critical to your success.

“Right technology, process and transformation delivered to
attain the business outcome”
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